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I’ve Made it to 10,000K, Now What?

THE KEY THAT UNLOCKS 10K FOLLOWERS
Reaching/getting to 10,000 followers on Instagram is significant to the
platform and your audience for a few reasons. The first is that you
can unlock features like the ‘link in Stories’ as soon as you pass this
milestone. Given that the only other opportunity for links is the link in
your bio, the ability to link from Stories is huge!
This is particularly handy for e-commerce, influencers, and service
providers. When you reach 10,000 followers, you can post an Instagram
Story and include a swipe-up link that allows your followers to go right
to the website or product link immediately. Awesome, right?
That swipe up link was a major game changer for Dawn Nicole
Designs in boosting her traffic.

The biggest thing that having over 10K
followers gives you is the “swipe up”
feature in IG stories. This is pure gold for
getting traffic to your blog and shop since
IG may never give us clickable links in post
captions.
Before that, Instagram rarely showed up as a
traffic source for my shop or blog. Since that
feature was added, I’m able to get more traffic
to my websites directly from IG.
@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers
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Link in Stories isn’t the only cool benefit of reaching 10,000 followers.
Other benefits are a little more intangible but crucial to making your
Instagram marketing strategy work.
For example, this number of followers is a reliable indicator of social
proof to people discovering your profile.

YOU GOTTA HAVE PROOF!
“Social proof” is a term from Robert Cialdini’s book “Influence.”
Social proof is also sometimes called “informational social
influence,” and refers to a psychosocial phenomenon where
someone believes that because other people are doing or saying
something, it must be correct.

When a brand-new visitor stumbles across your Instagram profile
and sees you have a significant number of followers, they assume you
must be somebody important and that people follow you for a reason.
Therefore, they are more likely to follow you as well.
The good news is, the higher your follower count is, the easier it is
to gain followers. All it takes is a bit of strategy - and patience - to
gain momentum.
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You Can Do This!
Let’s be honest for a moment: If you’ve
barely scratched the surface in your
Instagram marketing journey, getting
to 10,000 followers sounds completely
overwhelming.
Just how long is this going to take?
Even getting to 100 followers on
a brand new account seems to
FOREVER. We promise, it doesn’t
have to.

QUICK TIP
Struggling to Start Your
Brand New Account and
Get to Your First 100
followers? Try these tips!
Ask your family and
friends to follow your
account and support you!
Offer a discount or prize
for the first 100 people to
click that follow button.

We get it, though, especially if you
look at top Instagram accounts with
hundreds of thousands of followers
and buckets of likes, comments, and tags on each post while your own
following is still modest - it’s tough not to feel defeated before you begin!
Well, we’ve got news for you: you’re not alone in this! Some of our most
successful Tailwind for Instagram members have been in your shoes,
using trial and error, and lots of patience to grow their following. In fact,
we’ve spoken to a dozen of these top-performing Instagram account
owners who have been right where you are, and we’re bringing their
amazing insights to you throughout this ebook!

After reaching 10,000 followers we found that our
account grew really fast. It took a long time to get to 10k,
but after that our reach expanded and we grew quickly.
@theplanetd

215K Followers
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You can DO this! It may take some time, some patience, and a few of
the best tips and tricks we’ve got up our sleeves, but you are more
than capable of growing your Instagram account into an authentic and
meaningful following.

That’s why the crew at Tailwind put together this handy roadmap for
you - to help guide and support you on your journey to 10,000 followers.
We’ve included guideposts, helpful tools, and our best advice to help you
reach your goal. We’re also armed with fancy technical Instagram skills
and lots of compliments (did we mention you look fabulous today
?)
Just stick with us, and we’ll hand you the keys to the kingdom.
Speaking of keys, there’s an important one that you’ll need to align your
Instagram content with the followers who are searching for it, love it, and
need it in their lives. This is your first power tool in your journey, and it’s
a big one. Ready?

If you’re skimming, you can stop now and start reading here.
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The Key to Gaining 10,000 Followers is Truly
Understanding Your Audience
What does this mean? Well,
even if you have the most
excellent product, service,
or personality in the world,
it probably doesn’t appeal
to everybody. We all have
different interests, hobbies,
and notions about ourselves
(not to mention budgets, jobs,
locations) that make certain
content more appealing to us. To build a strong following (and quickly),
you need to drill down on who your content will resonate with the most.
When you decide who your content appeals to - in other words, you
define your target audience - your entire Instagram strategy will flow
from this person or people. From the design of your profile, to the visuals
you use and even the way your captions are written, everything will align
with your target audience.
You might already have a keen understanding of who your ideal audience
is, including buyers, followers, and supporters. Or, you might be brand
new and have no clue! Either way, the following exercises can help you
define that audience and bring them to life.
Our next steps will be to truly define who you are and what you offer. It’s
just two steps! But first, we wouldn’t be your trusted guides if we didn’t
warn you about a common pitfall that Instagrammers seeking that magic
number frequently encounter.
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Take a Detour Around Fast-Results Fixes
Because building a 10,000 following on Instagram is never instantaneous
- and because we are only human - shortcuts often start to look really
tempting. Beware of these “time-saving” traps along the path to building
your audience. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is!
Buying Fake (or even real) Followers
Paying for Engagement Bots
Joining and Using Engagement Pods
Although we love working smarter, not harder, it’s important to note that
this is a terrible idea for your Instagram marketing strategy. There are a
few reasons why:
You’ll be violating the Instagram Terms of
Service, which can get your account banned,
blocked or locked. (bye bye, hard work!)
Violating the ToS will also restrict your ability
to reach other marketing goals on Instagram,
like getting a blue verified check! #Goals
Engagement on Instagram also plays a factor in the algorithm, and
how often and where your content appears in searches. Bots won’t like
and comment on your posts, and low engagement scores will push your
amazing content down.
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Fake followers and bots will
never click on your links, go
to your website, or buy your
products. (Just ask Instagram
macroinfluencer Arii!)
The good news is, when you build an Instagram following of 10,000
real followers from scratch, you’ve collected 10,000 tribe members and
allies who believe in you, your product, and your content. Authentic
followers keep your engagement scores high with likes, comments, and
enthusiasm for your brand. What’s not to love about that?
your_username

Let’s make a pinky promise to
seek out real users who love what
you have to say, the products you
feature and get real value from
your content, OK? OK!

Take a deep breath, dust off your walking boots, and let’s get started.
The journey to 10,000 followers begins with a single step...
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UNDERSTAND YOUR UNIQUE POWER
This is a quest, and we love quests.
Especially the part where
the hero self reflects and discovers his or her unique powers that make
saving the world totally possible. Spoiler alert: you are that hero.
In fact, viewing your marketing strategy as a hero’s journey can be a
valuable way for you to understand your value in your customer’s or
followers journeys. StoryBrand has an amazing framework to help you
clarify this journey, and your unique role in it!

You must understand your audience to connect with them. But first,
you’ve got to understand yourself! In particular, you must understand
what your unique power is, and how you are positioned to improve the
lives of your audience members.
To test your self knowledge and uncover YOUR unique power, answer
the following questions:
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MY UNIQUE POWER
WORKSHEET
What benefits does your product, service or brand provide?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
What do the people who benefit from your product, service or
brand have in common?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Who are your top competitors, and who are they targeting with their
product, service, or brand? (In other words, who are the people they’ve
identified as benefiting from their product, service, or brand, and are
these people you can also reach?)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Wow! We already love this story. You’ll win over 10,000 followers in no
time with powers like that!
Now that you have a better idea of how you can help your target
audience, it’s time to really figure out who that target audience is. The
following worksheet can help you visualize that potential follower, just
waiting to be connected with your life-changing content.
Let’s dive in!

DISCOVER YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
We love meeting new people, and we can’t wait to meet this audience
member of yours. You may have seen a worksheet like this before. It’s
called many things, including buyer persona, customer prototype or
profile, client avatar, or an ideal client.
Essentially, this is a character profile of that individual who needs the
information, product, or service you’re providing. Depending on your
industry, you may have more than one buyer persona. That’s completely
normal - fill out as many as you need for the different market segments
you’re creating content for!

WHY DO I NEED A BUYER PERSONA?
Completing a buyer persona helps you be more human in your
messaging. You can pretend you’re talking to that ONE person
when designing a graphic, posting a video or filming on Instagram
Live OR penning your perfect caption.

A word of caution: make as many buyer personas as make sense for
your brand. However, be careful about assuming, or casting your net
too wide (remember what we said about a single type of content not
appealing to everybody on Planet Earth?)
You may have to do some research to be sure that your target audience
is really your actual audience. You can obtain valuable information from
your past client or customer demographics if you’re an existing business.
In fact, if a particular customer comes to mind and you wish you could
clone them, try creating this persona based solely on them!, If you’re just
starting out, look at analytics from your current social media following, or
conduct in-depth customer and market interviews.
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Dawn Nicole, a lettering artist, uses an annual survey in her private
lettering Facebook group to gain follower insights and convert them into
an actionable content strategy. She posted each question individually as
a poll - an option that you could replicate using Instagram Stories!
For instance, her most recent survey revealed the amount of time her
followers spend on lettering every day, their experience level, what other
resources they use to grow their lettering skills, etc.
Don’t be afraid to test your theories and pare down assumptions that
don’t fit!

This information is pure gold. These stats are a
roadmap for the kind of content I need to be creating
and putting out to best help my followers.
@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers
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MY TARGET AUDIENCE
WORKSHEET
1. What is your clients name?
(Make up one if you don’t
have a specific client in mind!)

6. Income $
________________________________

12. What motivates
this person?
___________________________

______________________________
Gender? ____________________

7. Dream Job or Career

Age? ________________________

________________________________

2. Marital Status

8. Where do they live?

Single

City

Married/Civil Union

House

Domestic Partnership

Country

Suburb

13. Where does this
person get most of
their information
(TV, online, social media,
reading reviews, etc.)
___________________________

Apartment

Own or Rent? _________________

14. What goals does
this person have?
___________________________

3. Children
Yes

9. Does this person make
No

If yes, how many? __________

________________________________

Approx. Ages? ______________

10. Hobbies
4. Education Level

___________________________

decisions quickly (impulse)
or after a lot of thought?

________________________________

______________________________

15. What challenges
affect the journey to
these goals for this
person?
___________________________
___________________________

16. How can you help?

5. Job Title

11. What issues does this
person care about?

______________________________

________________________________

___________________________

___________________________

Whew, that was a lot of work, but it creates a valuable picture of who
you’re trying to attract. This is crucial when working to gain a following.
After all, having no understanding of your audience means that you
run the risk of confusing or alienating potential followers with aimless
content.
Throwing random content pieces out without the knowledge of the
people who like it and want to see more of it is a bit like shooting
arrows in the dark - you might hit your target, but you might hit a
random passerby. Besides, we like hitting bulls-eyes every time.
#BraggingRights
What does this actually look like in terms of content creation and how
much does it affect your content plan? Think of it this way - if your target
audience is a young, fashion-forward twenty something looking for outfit
and lifestyle tips, but your engagement is consistently coming from fortysomething soccer moms with entirely different interests, your content
isn’t geared towards the target audience you’re trying to reach. It might
be time to make a change!
Before we run headlong into content creation, though, let’s take the
insights we’ve gathered from your worksheets to create a profile that
immediately appeals to your target audience.
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INSPIRE INSTANT CONNECTION
WITH YOUR PROFILE
Congratulations! You made it through the toughest and most crucial part
of your journey - understanding your target audience. See? This journey
isn’t so tough, after all.
Anyway, the next leg of our journey is laying the foundation of your
Instagram profile in a way that appeals to the audience that you
just identified.
Your Instagram profile is a guidepost for your current and potential
followers. When they stumble across your profile after wandering the
wilds of Instagram, your name, photo and bio should instantly tell them
everything they need to know about you to make an informed decision
on their next move (clicking that ‘follow’ button!)

Your username
is the one-word
lowercase “handle”
(30 characters)

Use an image that
best represents
you/your business
& is consistent
across channels

Choose words that
your audience
would naturally
use in their search
(name, niche,
industry, company)

Write a bio
that’s instantly
identifiable - you
get 150 characters
here, so make
them count!
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These three components should be able to tell your potential followers
who you are, what you do, and what kind of content you share at a
glance. In just a few seconds, your visitors will decide whether you’re
credible and trustworthy enough to follow! That’s why when these critical
points of your Instagram profile are unclear, it results in confusion,
indifference, mistrust, or a failure to capture interest.
With that in mind, we’ll go over some key ways to optimize these three
parts of your profile to show your potential audience why they need a
hero like you. But first we’ll have to set you up as a business account. This
way, you can take advantage of all profile components and make them
work for your ultimate marketing goals. It’s free and super easy!

Setting Up an Instagram for Business Account
Instagram for Business offers you access
to different tools that support growing
your following and marketing efforts on
Instagram.
Among these tools are Instagram Insights
for your posts, which help you track how
many people you’ve reached, how many
people visited your profile after viewing
your post, and stats like how many likes,
comments, shares and saves your content
received from Instagram users.
The other fantastic tool you get when using Instagram for Business is the
ability to include action buttons on your profile. These include contact
options, booking options for service providers like photographers and hair
stylists, and even allowing your followers to make reservations! This plays
an essential role in connecting marketing on Instagram to actionable steps
your followers can take to take your relationship to the next level.
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Setting up Instagram for Business also only takes seconds!
Here’s how to do it:
1. Navigate to your profile and tap the menu icon
2. Tap the
3. Tap

Settings icon
Account

4. Tap Get More Tools
5. Tap Business Account
6. Link your business account to a Facebook Page, or if you
don’t have one, follow the steps to establish one
7. Add in your accounts category (ex. Personal Blog, Retail, etc.)
8. Add in your contact information
9. Add in your desired action button
10. Tap Done!
Now that you have an Instagram account optimized for action and useful
analytics, let’s begin designing that profile of yours!
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Finding the Perfect Profile Photo
Instagram profile photos have to do a lot with a little space. Because your
profile icon is a small circle, it’s crucial that the image you choose is clear
enough to showcase you and your brand, without being distracting or
overcomplicated. Keep in mind that whatever image you select for your
Instagram profile photo should also match all your other social channels this minimizes any confusion about who you are when followers seek you
out on other platforms.
You’ll want to either use a logo for your professional account, or a dashing
photo of yourself. Here are some things to keep in mind for either option!

Using a Logo
A high-resolution logo makes sense for a company or a collective
where there is more than one personality behind the brand. Logos are
easily identifiable and add to brand recognition and awareness! These
guidelines ensure that your logo will appeal to your audience:

@galialahav

@iamwellandgood

@designmilk

Check to see how the colors of
your logo image appear on mobile.
(Colors on some desktop monitors
look different than they do on mobile).
Ensure the logo is high resolution,
to avoid pixelation or blurriness.
Test out your desired logo to be
sure it’s easy to read at a small scale.

@glamourmag

@thejungalow

Make sure it looks good on
the white background of your
Instagram profile page.
Avoid using a patterned or
photo background in favor of
a high-contrast, single color
background. (This makes the logo
easier to read at a small scale!).
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Using a Photo of Yourself
If you’re a blogger, influencer, or an Instagram personality, you should
use a photo of yourself instead of a logo. This creates trust and familiarity
with your target audience, who will feel like they know you better
because they’ve literally seen your face. #Psychology
Here are some strategies to use when choosing your Instagram
profile photo:

@heleneinbetween

@jennakutcher

@alphafoodie

@chloandclothes

@rightsideoftwenty

Use a high-resolution, unfiltered photo. Although we love a good
Snapchat or Instagram filter, some of these create a blurred or color tone
effect that can make the image unclear.
Aim to have your head and shoulders in the picture. While followers
love to see your face, a zoomed-in picture can give you a floating head.
On the flip side, a full-body picture can be challenging to make out in the
small profile picture space.
Use an uncluttered, clean background. You should be the first
thing you see in your photo. If the eye is pulled to whatever’s in the
background of the picture before you, it will distract your visitor.
Use props, posture, and expression strategically. Everything about
your photo offers a clue to your followers about who you are, and you
should use this to your advantage. If you’re a travel blogger, you can clue
your followers into your niche with a moody shot of you gazing over the
coastal waters of Mykonos.
Now that you’ve picked the perfect profile picture let’s talk about the next
factor in an attractive Instagram profile: your Instagram name!
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Hi, My Name Is…
Technically, you have two names on Instagram - your username or
Instagram handle, and your actual name. Although picking a handle that
makes sense with your brand is essential, let’s shine a spotlight on the
lesser-known, sometimes more powerful tool of your profile name.
When you navigate to an Instagram profile on desktop or mobile, your
username appears at the top of the screen. However, the text you put in
the line on your profile for your given name shows up in bold right above
your Instagram bio. In essence, it’s a heading, and the eye is immediately
drawn to it right after the profile picture.
You can use this Instagram name strategically to not only identify
yourself but your brand immediately to visitors. In fact, you have 30
characters (including emojis) to do so!

Your username or
Instagram handle how people tag and
engage with you
(30 characters)
Your actual name choose words that
your audience
would naturally
use in their search
(30 characters)
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Here’s how to optimize your Instagram name to fit your goals:
Try to put your name as well as your blog or company name here (use
your first name at a minimum if your blog or company name is too long)
Use vertical slashes and spacing to keep multiple titles or words looking
neat and uncluttered
Consider using a relevant emoji (don’t use too many at the risk of
making your name section more distracting than helpful!)
Choose additional words carefully - try to gear your name section
towards explaining who you are in three words or less.
30 characters is pretty limiting when it comes to explaining exactly who
you are and what you do. Thankfully, you can more clearly define what
you’re all about just below the name header, in your Instagram bio!

Creating an Engaging Instagram Bio Without
Telling Your Life Story
You have lots more wiggle room to
explain your purpose in the Instagram
bio section - a full 150 character in
fact! As we mentioned above, the first
detail on your profile viewers look at
when they navigate to your profile is
the profile picture to the left. Then,
their eyes usually travel to the right,
to that bolded name line.
Finally, their eyes drop to the Instagram bio section just under it. This
natural visual progression through your Instagram profile means that the
bio is both the catch-all for any details you didn’t convey about your content
in your profile picture and your name line and the last thing many potential
followers will read before making a decision on whether to follow you.
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That’s why carefully optimizing your Instagram bio is so important!
Here’s the best way to do it:
Don’t restate your name line if you used your company name
or additional text in your name
line, you’d just be eating up
valuable space in your bio by
restating it. Use different or more
descriptive terms to detail what
you’ll be sharing or what your
product or company is all about.

Avoid a wall of words - You can make your bio much more viewerfriendly by using clean formatting, including line breaks, vertical slashes
or other separators and emojis. This adds easy readability and a visual
element to your profile text.
Include a Call to Action! When your Instagram profile is fully optimized,
you’ve clearly explained who you are and what you do. Aside from
clicking the follow button, you’ll want to clue followers into the next stage
of their journey with you - like encouraging them to visit your website to
learn more!
Include a Trackable Link to Measure Your Traffic From Instagram As you work on your Instagram marketing plan, you’ll probably want to
know how much traffic is coming from your Instagram profile through
followers clicking the link.
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Use a trackable link that you can create (for free!) on bit.ly to measure
these clicks and determine how different pieces of content are affecting
the flow of traffic from Instagram. Note that not using a trackable link will
mean that all your Instagram traffic will be recorded as “direct” traffic in
Google Analytics - not helpful!
Now that you’ve designed a beautiful Instagram profile that attracts and
converts visitors to followers, we’re approaching the next steep climb on
your journey to 10,000 followers: planning your content.

CHANGE THE GAME WITH A CONTENT
PLAN 10,000 PEOPLE WILL BELIEVE IN
When you create a space that gives people something,
I think your following will grow organically.

@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers

Creating an Instagram content plan isn’t just important for attracting
followers, it’s important for keeping your sanity. Trying to reach a huge
goal (like 10,000 followers on Instagram) without creating a plan first is
like trying to slay a dragon with a toothpick- it’s going to take a long time.
And probably hurt.
A content plan allows you to control your creation process, as well as
the final look and feel of your Instagram feed. There are two main parts
to your content plan. Choosing your content topics through a handy
blueprint we call the 5 x 5 VALUE Framework, and then carefully curating
the accompanying visuals.
Let’s start with the VALUE Framework first!
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Planning Content With The VALUE Framework
One of our favorite ways to organize our Instagram content strategy
at Tailwind and plan for five weeks of content at a time in just a few
hours is a nifty little framework that allows you to streamline what you
post and when. It takes the guesswork and stress out of figuring out
what to post - and you could always do with less stress on this journey!
#WeKnowThatsRight
We call our content plan the 5 x 5 Instagram VALUE Framework, but we’ll
refer to it as the VALUE Framework from here on out. Let’s break down
the core concept behind the VALUE Framework first, and then we’ll add
on layers to help you understand the concept and build out five weeks
of your own amazing Instagram content!

Step One: Introducing the FASTEST Way to
Schedule a Month’s Worth of Content
You’re going to love this. Trust us. The “5 x 5,” part of the
VALUE Framework simply means you’ll post one of five
different post types Monday through Friday.
That’s it! You can schedule out weeks of your best content
this way in no time flat, helping you to know exactly what
you’re going to post each day of the week for over a month.
The best part is, you’ll establish a consistent schedule for
content that will maximize your time, and keep you from
exhausting your brain cells trying to come up with new
ideas every day! In fact, you can plan your entire calendar in
just a few hours time!
Sounds amazing right? First things first, let’s talk about
what VALUE means.
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VALUE stands for:

Valuable

Aspirational

Lifecycle

Unique

Evergreen

Say you’re posting once per day, five times a week on Monday through
Friday. On Monday, your post should fall into Valuable category. On
Tuesday, your post should be Aspirational. On Wednesday, you can
post a Lifecycle piece… make sense?
Using these handy types of content will ensure that each new post your
followers see is fun, fresh, and adds a different value every day of the
week, while keeping the process easy enough to manage and get ahead
on your content calendar.
Now that you understand what VALUE means and how these types
of content fit into your posting week, let’s take a look at the content
categories you should focus on and rotate in and out of your
VALUE Framework!

@jenns_trends

VALUABLE
helpful,
educational,
teaching,
learning

@rightsideoftwenty

@pegfitzpatrick

ASPIRATIONAL
idealized,
tangible,
attainable
vision or goal

LIFECYCLE
building
awareness,
nurturing
relationships,
encouraging
action

@callme_christine

UNIQUE
proprietary,
branded,
businessfocused

@whatihavelearned

EVERGREEN
timely,
relevant,
useful for
years to come
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Step Two: Uncovering Your Content Categories
Before you dive into filling your super-cool schedule with stellar content,
you should take a moment to reflect on the type of content you want
to feature. Everybody, including you, has a handful of topics that they
could talk about all day every day. Topics that you’re passionate and
knowledgeable about and that you can use to help other people are the
content topics that will shine in your Instagram marketing strategy.
In fact, Dawn Nicole of Dawn Nicole Designs paid special attention to the
content that resonated with her followers the most, and doubled down
on it to help her gain major Instagram success!

Do more of what works. You don’t have to reinvent the wheel every
time you post. Pay attention to what seems to resonate most with
your followers, and find a way to put a spin on more of that!
@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers

To maximize your VALUE Framework, you should choose 5 content
categories that you’re an authority on. Need help narrowing down those
five? Consider the following questions:
What inspires and helps your target audience?
Where are you most knowledgeable?
Where are you most passionate (you could talk excitedly about this
topic all day every day)?
What topics directly relate to or closely support your company goals?
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To provide you with an example, here’s a look at Tailwind’s five
content categories:

Instagram
Marketing Tips

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Instagram & Pinterest Case
Studies / Member Testimonials

Social Media
Best Practices
Product Launches
and/or Features

These topics make sense for our Instagram strategy because they’re the
things we live and breathe every day as a social media scheduling tool!
By featuring these types of content, we’re delivering posts that we have
authority on - and our followers want to know about!
Now it’s your turn. Carefully consider the prompt questions above, as
well as how you can best convey to your audience who you are and how
you can help. Then, jot down your five content categories below! If you’re
still stuck, then ask your friends, coworkers, family and those who know
you well where your strengths lie!

MY CONTENT CATEGORIES
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Once you have your five content categories picked out, you can begin
to build the framework of your VALUE Framework and plan content
for the next five weeks. To do this, you’ll feature one of each of those
content categories per week, rotating them through the VALUE
Framework. Here’s an example using Tailwind’s Content Categories
to show you what we mean:
Monday
(Valuable)

(Aspirational)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
(Unique)

(Evergreen)

Week 1

Instagram
Marketing Tips

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Social Media
Best Practices

Case Study/
Testimonial

Product Launch

Week 2

Product Launch

Instagram
Marketing Tips

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Social Media
Best Practices

Case Study/
Testimonial

Week 3

Case Study/
Testimonial

Product Launch

Instagram
Marketing Tips

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Social Media
Best Practices

Week 4

Social Media
Best Practices

Case Study/
Testimonial

Product Launch

Instagram
Marketing Tips

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Week 5

Pinterest
Marketing Tips

Social Media
Best Practices

Case Study/
Testimonial

Product Launch

Instagram
Marketing Tips

(Lifestyle)

Friday

Each day for the next five weeks, you’ll feature a topic in one of your
content categories, rotating through the VALUE types in order to offer
fresh, new perspectives to your followers. See how easy that is?!
Are you ready for the next layer - finding topics for your content
categories? Let’s dive in!
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Step Three: Find Your Topics
The next step involves doing some keyword research to uncover
questions and topics that your audience wants to know about in your
chosen content categories. There are a ton of fancy tools for keyword
research and exploring on the web, but you can also do some pretty
basic fact finding using Google Search!
Have you ever opened the Google Search website in your browser and
begun to type a word or a phrase? The list of suggested searches that
starts to appear underneath the search bar contains valuable clues about
what people are searching daily around that topic.
For example, one of the questions and topics we come back to frequently
when talking to our members is how to get more followers. In fact, a lot
of Instagram users are dying to know the best way to grow a meaningful
following quickly - even you! Since 10,000 followers on Instagram is
beneficial to an Instagram
marketing strategy, we
can search for “how do I
get 10,000 followers on
Instagram” and uncover
some keywords around
that topic:
From the search results,
we can see that not only
are people wanting to
know how to get 10,000
followers on Instagram,
they’re also wondering how to do it cheaply and quickly. They also want to
know exactly what reaching this milestone does for you! Thank goodness
this handy-dandy guide contains all that information and more.
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Use this Googling trick to see what people are most interested in learning
as it relates to your content categories. You’ll suss out topics that are
relevant and impactful to your audience and potential followers, helping
you gain followers more quickly and keep the ones you do have waiting
on the edge of their seats for your next post!
Need an example? Here’s how we take our keyword research and 2
content categories above, and translate them into potential post topics!
For our Case Studies and Testimonials topic, we’ll use a real Tailwind
case study about how often to post each day (you’ll read more about that
later!) For Product Launches, we’ll use the example of our recent emoji
picker debut!

CATEGORY 4:

Case Studies/ Testimonials

CATEGORY 5:

Product Launches

KEYWORDS I FOUND:
How Many Posts Per Day on
Instagram to Grow Followers?
How Many Posts Per Day For a
Business?

KEYWORDS I FOUND:
Emoji Captions
Instagram Emojis to Copy
Emoji Keyboard

POST TOPICS:
How Many Times a Day
Should You Post?
Why Is Posting Consistently A
Key Instagram Growth Strategy?

POST TOPICS:
New Emoji Picker Feature
The Most Popular Emojis in 2018
How Many Emojis Should You
Use In Your Caption?

The best part about this brainstorming trick? It only takes minutes to
Google your relevant keywords, and pitch possible post topics from
them! We performed our keyword research and brainstormed our post
topic ideas in just 15 minutes!
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Now, take a break from reading to do some Google Search Sleuthing.
Then, come back and write down your keyword research below in
our handy tracker. Using the questions and search terms you found,
brainstorm some potential topics you can write about to address these
terms! After this exercise, you should have five post topics for each of
your content categories to WOW your followers with!

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

__________________________

__________________________

KEYWORDS I FOUND:

KEYWORDS I FOUND:

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

POST TOPICS:

POST TOPICS:

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Woohoo! You’ve done a ton of hard work finding your content categories
and relevant post subjects to keep your topic inspiration flowing.
Congratulations! We’re almost done and ready for the fun part!
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Step Four: Put Your VALUE Framework Together
The final step of our 5 x 5 VALUE Framework process is to create your
master Instagram VALUE Framework calendar, and upload and schedule
all your amazing posts for the next five weeks. You can finally take that
vacation you’ve been after, right?
Let’s take a look at how your master VALUE Framework comes
together! Your followers will be amazed by the wealth of knowledge
and VALUE you’re about to deliver into their feeds. To give you a little
more inspiration, we’ll show you an example of what you’ll have AFTER
completing your worksheet by completing ours! And because we want to
emphasize what a POWERFUL time saver this process is, we completed
five weeks of content planning (pictured below) in under an hour!
Monday
(Valuable)

(Aspirational)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
(Unique)

(Evergreen)

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

CATEGORY 5:

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

Instagram
Marketing

Week 1

20 Epic
Instagram
Themes to
Delight Your
Followers

Product
Launches

Week 2

Find, Save and
Organize the
Best Hashtags
For Instagram

Pinterest
Marketing

How to Use
Pinterest to
Rapidly Grow
Your Marketing

Instagram
Marketing

How To Create
Gorgeous
Lifestyle
Photography

(Lifestyle)

Social Media
Best Practices
Can Instagram
Pods Help
You Beat the
Algorithm?

Pinterest
Marketing

Pinterest
Hashtags - How
To Make Them
Work For You

Case Studies/
Testimonials

How Often
Should I Post
to Instagram?
Our Study Says
Every Day

Social Media
Best Practices
Instagram
Engagement
Tips From
the Pros

Friday

Product
Launches

How to Hide
Hashtags In
the First
Comment
(Like a Pro!)

Case Studies/
Testimonials

How I Grew My
Shopify Store
With Pinterest

Now it’s your turn! Using the categories, keywords and potential topics you
discovered, fill in your VALUE Framework to create five weeks of content!
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MY VALUE FRAMEWORK
WORKSHEET
Monday
(Valuable)

(Aspirational)

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
(Unique)

(Evergreen)

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

CATEGORY 5:

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

CATEGORY 1:

CATEGORY 2:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

CATEGORY 2:

CATEGORY 3:

CATEGORY 4:

CATEGORY 5:

CATEGORY 1:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

TOPIC:

__________
Week 1

__________
__________
__________

Week 2

__________
__________
__________

Week 3

__________
__________
__________

Week 4

__________
__________
__________

Week 5

__________
__________

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

(Lifestyle)

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Friday

__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________
__________

Before we dive into uploading, writing your captions and scheduling out
your content, let’s focus on the other half of a good, follower-building
Instagram content plan - the visual element! With this next step of your
content planning, you’ll be equipped to pick the very best images to go
along with your captions and topics, while maintaining a beautiful feed!

Step Five: Design Your Instagram
Feed to Attract Followers
Humans are visual creatures, and knowing
this is especially important when it comes
to Instagram feeds. If a person browsing
Instagram sees something they like to look
at, they’ll want to see more of it. If they
see something they don’t enjoy looking at,
they won’t want to see more of it. (Thank
you for coming to our TEDtalk.
)
Although this logic may seem really
obvious, we tend to forget it when
we randomly upload images to Instagram
without first seeing how it fits with the rest
of our content - or even how it will appear
on mobile devices. The result of this is
often a jumble of images and colors that may not complement each
other, causing a jarring effect that won’t attract many followers.
That’s why it’s important to make sure your Instagram content is wellplanned and visually appealing both by itself (in a user’s main feed)
and alongside your other posts. Creating a pleasant visual experience
increases the likelihood that users will click that follow button (remember
that whole thing about wanting to see more things they like to look at?).
In fact, creating a theme in your Instagram feed is top tip among our
most successful Tailwind members!
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My top tip is to batch work your posts,
I tend to schedule at least 9 in one go
and work around a colour theme. I do like
a curated wall so working in batches of 9
works for me.
@loveukhandmade
27.2K Followers

Having a beautiful, cohesive feed (or 9 grid) also increases the chances
that those followers will take you more seriously as a professional brand,
which does wonders for engagement rates, brand exposure AND even
getting larger accounts to repost your content!

It was all about being consistent
and creating a distinct and unique
look. Once we had a theme to our Instagram
account, large outlets like Forbes, USA Today
and Yahoo Travel started featuring us and
naming us as Instagrammers to follow.
@theplanetd

215K Followers

So how do you create an Instagram feed that’s nice to look at, branded,
and cohesive? With some planning and our help, it’ll be a breeze! Here
are a few things to consider:
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Aim for Great Photo Quality and Composition
You might feel a little lost when it comes to creating an Insta-worthy
photo Here are some tips on photo composition to wow your followers:
Shoot in good lighting - natural lighting is best!
Pay attention to the background of your photos keep it clean and uncluttered
Make sure the focus of the photo is clear and eye-catching
If you want to create a cohesive look and feel to your Instagram photos,
there’s another secret weapon that you should know about: Presets.
Presets are a huge time-saver when
it comes to photo-editing, and the
result is a series of photos all treated
with the same levels of exposure,
contrast, color, and light. To use most
presets, you’ll need to have Adobe
Lightroom on your desktop and/ or
mobile. You can purchase preset
packs for relatively low cost from a
variety of designers, install on your
device and use them on your photos
in just seconds for a polished finish.
The Whimsy Pack from Dana Nicole
Designs adds a playful rosy hue to
your photos.
We’re all about working smarter, not harder (because you have enough
work to do getting to 10,000 followers)! That’s why a quality set of presets
that matches your content style and brand personality can be one of the
best time-saving hacks there is.
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Stock Up On Photos and Graphics In Advance
Another one of our time-saving hacks that ensures you’re never caught
scrambling for an image is to fill up the camera roll on your phone with
ready-to-go images. These can be stock photos, your own photos that
you’ve put through your presets, and even quotes and text squares!
If you’ll be creating and sharing text squares fairly regularly on your
Instagram feed, you can save a lot of time by using a design app like
Easil to create a few templates to choose from. This keeps all your
graphics cohesive, along with your images. The result is a beautiful,
carefully planned-out feed that will delight your followers!

Think of Your Instagram Feed As a Magazine
Another way to tackle curating your feed is to think about it from an
editorial perspective. If you view each post in your Instagram feed as a
page in your own personal or brand magazine, it may be easier to take a
high-level look at how each image or graphic works together in your feed.
In fact, many of our most successful Tailwind members use this approach
when planning their 9-grid (the latest 9 posts that are visible on your
Instagram profile).
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Tailwind’s 9-grid preview is incredibly helpful to manage this process.
While you’re scheduling your Instagram posts in your dashboard, you
can view how it will look in your feed alongside your already-published
content, your scheduled content and even your drafts! This gives you the
power to drag, drop and rearrange your posts in order to create the most
visually appealing feed possible, as well as eliminating any warring images
or clashes in your visual content.

VISUALLY PLAN YOUR
INSTAGRAM FEED
Use Tailwind’s 9 Grid to
preview your posts, drag
and drop into your perfect
theme, then schedule to
Auto Post at your optimal
times with SmartSchedule!

No credit card required.

While you’re planning your feed and creating a cohesive look, it’s important
to not make the aesthetics of your feed so uniform that it runs the risk of
becoming boring. One way to avoid this is by mixing up perspectives and
focus points. Depending on your niche, you can experiment with a mix of:
Flat lays

Close-ups

Portraits

Landscapes

Quotes

This ensures that you don’t have a cluster of images that are all the same
focal point or perspective!
Now that you have a jumping-off point for selecting the visuals to go along
with your content, it’s time to schedule and publish your posts!
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SCHEDULING AND
PUBLISHING YOUR CONTENT
Another major key to quickly building up your following and amping up
engagement has to do with scheduling and publishing your content on
Instagram. More specifically, how frequently you should publish content
on Instagram!
Our Tailwind team conducted
an original study of 100,000
posts over a 3-month period and
uncovered some fascinating data.
Accounts that posted at least
once per day experienced a 56%
follower growth rate compared to
accounts that only posted once per
week (who only experienced a 14%
follower growth rate.)
What does that mean for you? Basically, if you consistently post at least
once per day, your follower growth rate will grow exponentially. In fact,
that’s what worked for Sharilyn:

I do feel like I gained more traction after hitting 10k in followers. It all
goes back to consistency though, and when I’m being more consistent,
it’s easy to see the growth. It took me almost 22 months to hit 10,000
followers, and then it took me 14 months to go from 10,000 followers to 20,000
followers. The longer I’ve done this, the more I’ve been able to hone in on what
works for me, and I just try to be as consistent as possible.
@sharilynscookiestudio
22.3K Followers
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Consistency is key! You’re also training your followers what to expect
from your account - if you post at least once per day, your followers are
more likely to keep a lookout for your post. This builds much-needed
trust and loyalty within your follower base, which creates more likes and
engagement on each post! This increase in engagement leads to more
distribution and more followers!
In fact, this is one key practice that Dave and Deb of The Planet D wish
they had known when they were first starting out!

Posting frequently and consistently. In the beginning, we were very
sporadic and only posted when we were on a trip. We should have
posted in between travels and during downtime. It is especially
important to be consistent and frequent when you are first starting. It takes time
to build an audience and the more you put yourself out there, the more people
will see your work.
@theplanetd

215K Followers

Posting every day doesn’t have to be a challenge either. In fact, it works
perfectly within the content planning framework we discussed above,
along with a scheduling tool like Tailwind’s Auto Post! With Auto Post,
you’ll take the anxiety and guesswork out of constantly “rushing to post”,
and you’ll free up that time to focus on the experience your feed offers to
current and future followers.
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It also frees up time for you to take a much-needed break from social
media without sacrificing your abilities as a content creator! Dawn Nicole
believes in this crucial balance in particular:

Don’t let social media suck the joy out of being a content creator.
(#notetoself) It’s good to take a break now and then. The remarkable
thing is, I can take a break and still be putting content out. I just preschedule things on Tailwind and they’ll go up automatically. So even if I take
a week off and am not physically at my tech, my readers are still getting fresh
content. Tailwind is, without a doubt, one of the tools I consider essential to
running a business as a solopreneur.
@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers

Posting every day doesn’t have to be a challenge either. In fact, it works
perfectly within the content planning framework we discussed above,
along with a scheduling tool like Tailwind’s
Auto Post! With Auto Post, you’ll take the
anxiety and guesswork out of constantly
“rushing to post”, and you’ll free up that
time to focus on the experience your feed
offers to current and future followers.
Our SmartSchedule tool also automatically
selects publishing times when your
followers are most likely to be online
and engaging with content, and you can
create more time slots (for example,
upping your number of posts per day
from one to three) as your following grows
to make sure that your following has an
opportunity to see your content.
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Here’s what your streamlined workflow for scheduling your VALUE
framework of content should look like. The best part is, over a month’s
worth of content can take just minutes to prepare for publishing if you
have all the pieces you need!

Step One: Upload Your Graphics
First things first: you’ll need to upload your
chosen graphics. Not only will you be able to
quickly schedule your content, you’ll also be
able to double-check how each piece looks
together in your 9-grid before clicking schedule.

QUICK TIP
If you’re editing your photos with presets, apply them before
uploading them to your Drafts. That’s because you won’t be able to
edit your photo or apply presets after you’ve uploaded your picture!

Tailwind has another handy
built-in timesaver when it comes
to image sizing, too! When you
upload your photo, Tailwind uses
Automatic Smart Cropping to set
a default crop if your image isn’t
already pre-sized into a square.
This is especially useful if you’re
uploading photos to your Drafts
on the go that may be too wide
or too tall for Instagram!
You’re also able to revisit your post in the Dashboard and click the crop
icon to adjust the crop at any time. There are even preset options for
landscape and portrait photos, too!
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Step Two: Write Your Captions
After you have your post graphics uploaded to Tailwind and looking
fabulous in your 9-grid preview, it’s time to pen your captions. Your goal
is to own the topic you’ve chosen in your captions, while engaging your
followers to take the next step. Here’s some tried-and-true tips to build
engagement-boosting captions that sell products, drive traffic or create a
buzz in the comments section!

Tell a Story in Your Captions to Boost Engagement
While an amazing picture can get engagement all on it’s own, your
followers are likely to respond to an engaging caption that captures
their interest! Your caption is a space to tell a story, explain a concept,
introduce a product or share your thoughts.
If you’re stumped on whether long captions, short captions, or captions
somewhere in the middle will work best for your concept, don’t be afraid
to play around. In fact, our friend Jenn Herman of Jenn’s Trends shared
her own experience with finding the best caption length in a recent
Facebook Live on The Tailwind Show!

There’s no one-size-fits-all. Test out a variety of layouts and lengths. For
me, I had to condition my audience over time. I now use Instagram as
a microblog with really long captions. But when I first started writing
longer posts, it wasn’t working because people were looking for short form
content. So, you have to give your audience time to adapt to your changes. Give
it a month to test. If you’re still not getting a ton of engagement, make a change!
That’s okay to do.
@jenns_trends
18.7K Followers
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Find Your Brand Voice and Use It In All Your Instagram Captions
Developing and maintaining a consistent brand voice is important to
build consistent connections, trust and loyalty among your followers.
Think of your brand voice as the personality behind your account, and
maintaining your brand voice as speaking with that personality in all
your communications.
Your brand voice can be anything, as long as it’s consistent. Whether
you’re funny, casual, charming, sarcastic or bubbly, speaking in a
consistent brand voice allows your followers to connect with you on an
emotional level. Don’t think this is that important?
Guess again! Marketing Research firm Motista conducted a major survey
of consumers for big box stores, and found some startling numbers
around consumers that have an emotional connection with their
preferred retailers!
“Consumers with an emotional connection to a retailer are four times
more likely to shop with that retailer. Furthermore, emotionally
connected customers are ten times as likely to shop that retailers
website on a mobile device!”

Whether you’re an e-commerce business, offering courses or products,
or just hoping to expand your followers and promote your business,
it’s clear that an emotional connection with your followers will pay off.
So find your brand voice and stick to it!
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Draft Your Captions...And Then Come Back Later!
Have you ever dashed off a post caption just to get it done, and then
revisited later and seen several ways you could have improved your copy?
This is not uncommon - in fact, we rarely pen our most profound, clear
and concise captions on our first time around. That’s why we recommend
you draft your message in Tailwind, and then take a breather to come
back with fresh eyes. Chances are, you’ll find some areas for improvement
and be able to deliver the best caption possible to wow your followers
and send engagement through the roof!

Include a Strong CTA in Your Caption
When your followers are interested
in your content, have an emotional
connection with your brand and
are eager to support and/or learn
more about what you have to offer...
they want to be told what to do.
Oftentimes, users will hang back on
including a strong Call to Action (CTA)
in their caption for fear of sounding
too aggressive or sales-y.
However, keep in mind that your followers want to be told what to do
next. If you post amazing, valuable content and let the inspiration your
followers feel fizzle out without action, you’re missing a huge opportunity.
Instead, get in the habit of directing your followers to take action with
simple CTAs. Some popular structures are:
Directing followers to visit the link in your bio for more information
Asking a question for followers to answer in the comments
Encouraging followers to tag their friends
Use clear directions like “buy now” “subscribe to” or “register now”
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Experiment with your CTAs to discover which style resonates best with
your brand voice and follower preference. Finding the right CTAs can
boost major traffic to your link in bio, amplify your product skills and
make your engagement soar!

QUICK TIP
Try to place your CTA in the beginning of your caption. Instagram
only shows 125 characters of a caption before including the Read
More! Button. To capture the interest of those idly scrolling their
feeds, make your CTA visible right off the bat.

Use Emojis to Illustrate Your Captions and Increase Relatability
One of our favorite ways to boost engagement and make our captions
more relatable is to use emojis! This small but mighty icons are wildly
popular, with 10 billion emojis being sent daily!
Quintly performed an interesting study on Emojis, concluding that using
emojis leads to 47.7% more interactions on Instagram. 57% of Instagram
profiles are using emojis, and there seems to be a correlation between
how many followers an account has and whether they use emojis! For
example, only 24% of accounts with 1 to 1000 followers use emojis, but
83% of profiles with over 1 million followers use them!
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With these numbers, it’s a good
idea to include at least 1-2 emojis
in your caption. Here’s the best way
to use them!
Add an emoji at the beginning or
the end of your sentences to draw
attention to important text points.
Emphasize storytelling with emojis
relating to people, places and things.
Use emojis to underscore your
CTAs by grabbing attention,
suggesting a new product and
offering wayfinding signs to their
next text.
Include at least one emoji relating
to your topic to clue your readers in
to what your topic is.
Tailwind’s Emoji Picker makes it
a breeze to search for and insert
multiple emojis with just a few
clicks, making those many minutes
of scrolling through the emoji
keyboard looking for the perfect
image a thing of the past.
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Step Three: Choose Your Hashtags
One of the single most important ways to gain followers quickly on
Instagram is by putting your content directly in front of the people who
are looking for it. How do you get your content seen by people who have
never heard of you before, though?
The answer, as you may have guessed, is by using hashtags. Hashtags
put your posts and videos in the search streams of people who are
just waiting to meet someone like you!
In fact, Dave and Deb credit
hashtags with majorly boosting the growth of @theplanetd!

Once we started using strategic hashtags we started to grow.
When we used these consistently, large accounts featured our
photos and their followers followed us. By using regular hashtags,
people started to recognize our work and share it.
@theplanetd

215K Followers

Avoid The Most Popular Hashtags On Instagram
Sounds a little counter-intuitive, right? Wouldn’t you want to use popular
hashtags to ensure the most people possible see it?
You would
think so, but this isn’t the case. The most popular hashtags with millions
of posts attached to them are ultra-competitive. When you use these,
your content is more likely to get lost in the fray and won’t gain as
much traction.
Instead, aim for hashtags with under 1 million posts. These hashtags
are popular enough that lots of Instagram users are searching for and
interacting with them, but not impossible to score a top post slot in!
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Avoid the Least Popular Hashtags On Instagram
On the flip side, you’ll want to avoid niche hashtags that have very few
posts - think, only a couple hundred or a few thousand. You can probably
score a top post with these hashtags pretty quickly, but their low count
signifies it’s not a hashtag people are frequently searching. This means
even if you do score that top post spot, no one will be around to see it.

Change Up Your Go-To Hashtags Occasionally
Once you find your perfect mix of hashtags, make sure you change it
up occasionally! If you use the same hashtags on every post and they’re
not relevant, you run the risk of appearing spammy. Instagram combats
spam with account suspension or decreased reach. Ouch!

Research Your Hashtags Carefully
You can do some hashtag research
by searching under tags on Instagram
search. Or, you can let Tailwind do it for
you with our Hashtag Finder!
This handy tool auto-populates
suggestions with the handy Typeahead
feature, and ranks hashtags by
competitiveness to help you find your
just-right combination in an easy-tosee color ranking system! Plus, you can
save lists of up to 30 hashtags to drop
into your posts anytime, eliminating the
need to type out all your favorites.
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In fact, hashtags (and handy hashtag lists!) are the number one tool that
@sharilynscookiestudio credits with reaching her first 10,000 followers:

Hashtags. I was methodical in tracking my hashtag usage. I made a
master list of related hashtags and would pick and choose which ones
to use for each post, and then I would monitor which ones I would trend
on. I would make changes as needed to try to maximize my reach via hashtags.
I’ve heard people say that hashtags aren’t very important for Instagram, and I
could not disagree more. I credit placing a maximum importance on hashtags
as a big reason for my growth.
@sharilynscookiestudio
22.3K Followers

#Amazing! Before we move
on, use the tips above to
do some hashtag research
and find hashtags that
are relevant to your niche
or chosen topics. You
can come back to these
hashtags to monitor your
performance and make
adjustments as needed to
boost your reach and sail
over that 10,000 follower
finish line!
Need some inspiration?
Here’s a look at Tailwind’s
hashtag research!
Now it’s your turn!

Hashtag &
Number of Posts

Competitiveness

#instagrammarketing
402K posts

Best

#marketingstrategy
940K posts

Best

#marketingtips
1M posts

Good

#socialmediatips
1M posts

Good

#socialmedia
12M posts

Competitive

#instablog
<1K posts

Niche

#contentmarketing
2M posts

Good

#instagramtips
174k posts

Best

#socialmediastrategy
421k posts

Best

#instagramforbusiness
122k posts

Best
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MY HASHTAG RESEARCH
WORKSHEET
Hashtag

Number of Posts

Competitiveness

(Niche, Good, Best, Competitive)

Can you believe it? You’re at the finish line, and your post is ready to send
out into the world. You’ve uploading your stunning image
, drafted a
Pulitzer Prize-worthy caption
and selected the very best emojis and
hashtags
. Time to hit “Add to Queue!”
Doesn’t that feel great? And guess what, you’ve conquered the highest
mountain in your journey - content planning! Pat yourself on the back,
and take a moment to soak in that feeling of accomplishment (you’ve
earned it!). With a solid content planning strategy in place, an optimized
Instagram profile and a stunning feed, you’ve laid the groundwork to
reach your goal of 10,000 authentic followers that support and engage
with you! That’s something to be proud of.
Now that your content is live, we’ll head into the last part of our journey
- 5 Instagram habits to adopt now after each post to maximize your
engagement and attract new followers. With these habits, you’ll be at
10,000 followers in no time!

5 INSTAGRAM HABITS THAT WILL
BOOST YOUR FOLLOWER COUNT
When I feel “lost” with my Instagram strategy, as I
have this year, I always come back to these three
basics: create excellent content, share it authentically,
and just show up!

@bydawnnicole
93.3K Followers

The hard work of planning and posting your content is behind you, but
that doesn’t mean there isn’t still more work you could be doing to attract
more followers and grow your Instagram account! Here are some top
Instagram habits you can adopt to build your following in no time.
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Create Your Community
If you want to grow your Instagram followers and hit 10,000 followers
at break-neck speed, make sure that your own engagement with your
community of followers is strong. Like and comment on posts frequently
and engage with your followers in the comments - especially when they
comment on your posts!

QUICK TIP
Make sure you post at least three words, and don’t just use all
emojis if you comment on other accounts frequently. If you use
one-word comments or a series of emojis, you run the risk of
appearing as a spam account to the platform. Always make sure
you leave meaningful comment to avoid looking spammy and to
add real value to the conversation and the relationship!

In fact, @theplanetd has tons of experience with this:

Once we started answering comments consistently we grew. At first
we put up a photo and let it ride doing nothing. We didn’t answer
readers comments and didn’t interact.
@theplanetd

215K Followers

This builds a strong personal relationship with your audience, which
increases the chance that they will begin following you, continue
following you and recommend that their friends follow you too!
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Viewing your followers as more than just followers does wonders to build
your engagement naturally. @bydawnnicole prioritizes her Instagram
to create community over just another tool to drive traffic or sales. She
shares her secret recipe for creating that amazing interaction below:

EASY WAYS TO CREATE A COMMUNITY ON INSTAGRAM
Ask questions.
Create a challenge. I started
doing lettering challenges
back in 2015, and it is what
really grew my IG quickly.
No one else was really doing
them at the time!
Teach your followers
something.

Humor.
Share a relatable real-life
moment or life struggle. (I do
this in the caption of a photo to
be sure I keep my feed photos
in my niche.)
Inspire them. Everyone loves
some positivity or a great
inspirational quote.

You should also make a habit of interacting with other accounts in your
space as well as larger accounts, especially if you share quotes or repost
content. Not only is this respectful (and avoids issues with copyright
laws), the shoutout increases chances that the account will like, engage in
the comments and follow back. This is a great way to gain access to their
followers, too!
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Sharilyn Starling of Sharilyn’s Cookie Studio consistently sees amazing
results when she prioritizes interacting with other accounts on Instagram:

For the longest time, I was so focused on all the time and effort that
goes into creating content for my own account that I really didn’t give
much thought to reaching out to others. I would follow people who
caught my eye of course, but I really wasn’t putting any sort of priority on
interacting with them. I finally started making more of an effort to like and
comment on other people’s posts, which has been amazing. For one, it helps
build those relationships with other people in your community, which is always,
always, always a good idea. I’ve met some really great friends that started by
simply liking and commenting on their posts! Secondly, it helps get your name
in front of people who are seeing their posts, who may not have otherwise
come across your account. And lastly, those people are more likely to follow
you back (if they aren’t already) and like and comment on your posts, which
helps with the interaction on your account.
@sharilynscookiestudio
22.3K Followers

Pay Attention to Instagram Analytics
If you want to grow your Instagram followers and hit 10,000 followers
at break-neck speed, make sure that your own engagement with your
community of followers is strong. Like and comment on posts frequently
and engage with your followers in the comments - especially when they
comment on your posts!

Switching to a business account and having analytics was a big
advantage. We started to target when our followers were online, what
the demographic was and when they were most active. These tools
helped us make a plan on when to post and what time of day to post.
@theplanetd

215K Followers
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Instagram Insights and Analytics are
crucial to understanding how your
audience is reacting to your content,
and discover warning signs that
you need to make key shifts in your
Instagram marketing strategy.
The Instagram Business Profile
contains a cool feature called Insights
- where you can see how many times
each post was liked, commented on,
shared, or saved. You can also see
audience interactions and actions
taken from the post. This includes:
Profile Visits
Website Clicks
Get Directions
The last handy Insight section is called discovery, and it shows you
the following:
How many accounts you reached, and how many weren’t following you
How many accounts followed you
How many impressions your post received, and where they came from
Using these tools, you can understand what next moves your audience is
making (including if your caption CTA is working), and how viewers of the
post discovered it. This could be important for your hashtag strategy, for
example: if only a small percentage of viewers are finding the post from
hashtags, it could be a sign that you need to adjust the hashtags you’ve
chosen for your post!
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The Instagram Business Profile also has
additional Insights to measure Content,
Activity and Audience. These Audience
insights can be incredible for your
content strategy! They break down:
Top Locations by City and Country
Age Range of All Followers, Male
Followers and Female Followers
Gender of Followers
Peak Hours and Days That Your
Followers Are Active
Cookie artist Sharilyn Starling uses the
age and gender breakdowns in her
Insights to style her content:

I check my Instagram analytics fairly often. Currently, my followers are
94% women, and most are in the 25-34 age range. With what I do,
females are definitely quicker to hit that “follow” button more often
than men, so I do tend to take that into account with the content I put up. For
instance, I know I usually get great results anytime I do anything with florals and
gold or shimmery accents, so if all things are equal, I’ll try to put out something
with those things incorporated.
@sharilynscookiestudio
22.3K Followers
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Tailwind also offers additional Insights that break down key engagement
measurements! In the Profile Performance tab of the Dashboard, you’ll find:
Total number of followers,
including how many followed
in the last 7 days

Engagement Score, or how
much engagement your posts
are receiving “per-follower”

Reaction score, or how often
your posts are being liked or
commented on across your profile

Engagement Rate - How many
of your posts have at least one
like or comment
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You can also use Tailwind’s Post Inspector to uncover which of your posts
have the most likes, and comments, as well as those that have the least.
These insights can help you zero in on the content that’s resonating with
your following, as well as pieces that are falling flat.

The posts that perform particularly well and collect high numbers of both
likes and comments should inform your strategy and pinpoint which
types of posts you should implement in your Instagram content strategy
more often!
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Use Geotagging to Maximize Your Reach
Geotagging is another easy way to put your content in relevant search
streams - just by tagging your posts location! Like hashtag search
streams, location streams have top posts and recent posts. Anyone
searching for a specific location on Instagram has the chance to see your
tagged photo or video, and click through to your profile to learn more.
You can add a photo location on Instagram in the last step before you
post your picture. Or, you can use Tailwind’s handy “Add a Location”
feature while editing your posts in your draft - no extra steps required!
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Hop on Instagram Stories to Take Your
Engagement to the Next Level
Instagram Stories is one of the top tools in our most successful members
back pockets. These top accounts feature all kinds of content on their
stories, ask questions, reshare and interact with their followers. In fact,
this type of engagement is one of the things that @theplanetd used to
fine-tune to drive their engagement to the next level.

Using stories has helped us get to know our followers and to interact on
a more personal level. We can ask questions and advice. People love to
share their experiences, you can’t just be a loudspeaker. It allows you
to be able to put a finger on the pulse of your audience. We’ll ask things like,
“What type of photos do you want to see?” or ask if they liked a particular photo
that we posted. We’ll ask, “do you want to see more photos like this?” etc.
@theplanetd

215K Followers

In fact, the feedback that you receive by engaging with your fans on IG
Stories (and in your feed) can have a real lasting impact on your business
strategy, according to Laura Horn!

I gained valuable insights from my audience by asking questions - both
on my feed and in stories. When I am looking at developing content
whether that be a class, podcast episode or free resource, I always go
back to the responses I have received on IG. That way I know that what I am
creating is meeting a real need in the art community.
@laurahornart
85.6K Followers
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You can use your Instagram Stories to feature a ton of refreshing
content, like:
New Products and Services
Ask questions (by using the
poll and rating stickers) Or let
your followers ask any question
they want!

Links to New Content
Behind the Scenes Looks
Product Launches and Sneak Peeks
Resharing Followers Posts or
Other Content

It doesn’t have to be all business, all the time -you can use your stories to
help your followers get to know you! In fact, lifestyle blogger Luci Petlack
noticed a huge boost in engagement when she did this - in spite of her
assumptions that her followers wouldn’t be interested!

I assume (yes, I still suffer from this) that my everyday life is boring.
Unless I’m traveling, who really cares? During my pregnancy, however, I
started just chatting about the funny highs and lows of pregnancy and
the randomness that I was doing. What happened was that my friends started
replying much more regularly to my content on stories, which then got my
stories in front of more eyes.
If your IG plan includes stories, mix in the very authentic you (yes, the subtle
filter is fine!) with whatever other content you want to share!! And videos over
text/photos in stories as often as you can!
@lucismorsels
48.8K Followers

Finally, Instagram Stories is a great place to feature other accounts,
especially if you’re able to participate in influencer marketing with
partnerships and collaborations!
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Encourage User-Generated Content to Build
Amazing Relationships
Another pro tool to skyrocket your following to 10,000 is to launch
challenges and collaborations that result in user-generated content that
you can use (with permission!) on your own feed - or to just put your
name in front of new audiences!
Remember our expert Tailwind member Dawn Nicole, the lettering artist
and pro blogger? One of her favorite ways to engage with her followers
and build her base is to participate in and host challenges. The challenges
result in shoutouts and shareable content that will be seen by your
followers, and your followers followers! (Everybody wins!)
Here’s an example of a short-but-sweet takeover Dawn did for
@letterarchive, a popular lettering inspiration account that shares a ton
of user-generated content.
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Dawn hosted a tutorial for
drawing the letter “Y”, which
resulted in users posting
their own creations, tagging
Dawn and using the
challenge hashtags.
This short-and-sweet
challenge created
opportunities for more
followers to connect with
@bydawnnicole and boosted
engagement effortlessly!
To try this trick for yourself, host a challenge relevant to your niche or
topics of interest. Then, see all your user-generated content (and engage
with your community), by creating a specific hashtag to monitor! You can
post your hashtag with your bio (ex: “Tag us and use #BestHashtagEver
to be featured!) and in your post captions as a call-to-action for your
followers to get involved.
Use any (or all!) of these 5 engagement-building tactics as part of your
Instagram strategy, and watch the likes, comments and follows roll
in! You’ll soon be able to plant your flag on top of the 10,000 Follower
Mountain, and join the 10% of Instagram that has accomplished this
amazing feat.
We’re rooting for you!
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I’VE MADE IT TO 10,000K, NOW WHAT?
So you’ve made it to 10,000 followers, and we couldn’t be more proud of
all the hard work, strategizing and research it took to get here.
You’ve really accomplished something by getting to 10,000 followers,
both for yourself and for your marketing strategy! Now Link in Stories is
available, and you can send your followers from your fascinating stories
straight to your blog, website or product to purchase!
If you called it a job well done here, we wouldn’t blame you. However,
growth is a huge part of Instagram marketing, and we have an inkling
that you’re already plotting those next major milestones. Perhaps you’re
looking to the Instagram horizon, already day-dreaming of earning that
little blue check that announces your verified status to the world. Or
perhaps you’re itching to reach 20,000 followers!
One thing is for sure. Whatever your next goal to grow your Instagram
following and boost your marketing strategy is, Tailwind is here to
support you.

Kristen Dahlin
Content Marketer, Tailwind
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